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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Faculty Minutes
1968- 1969

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
May 6, 1969
To: All Members of the Faculty
From: John N. Durrie, Secretary
Subject: May Meeting of University Faculty
The next meeting of the University Faculty will be held on
Tuesday, May 13, in the Kiva at 3:30 l2...!.!!l•
The agenda will include the following items:
1. Report by President Heady Concerning Request by UMAS Relative
to Alleged Discrimination in the Physical Plant Department.
(Statement attached.)
2. Proposed Standing Rules re (1) Two-Hour Limit for Faculty
Meetings, (2) Only Items Included in Printed Agenda to
Be Voted On -- Professor Alexander for the Policy
Committee. (Statement attached.)
Proposed Amendments to Constitution of Associated Students -Vice President Lavender. (Statement attached.)
4. Proposal for B.S. Degree in Dental Hygiene -- Dean
Cataline, College of Pharmacy. {Statement attached.)
s. Proposed Amendments to Faculty Constitution: (1) Policy
Committee to be consulted in Budget Planning, (2) Establishment of University Coordinating Committee -- Professor
Alexander. (Statements attached.) (NOI'E: According to
the Constitution, these amendments will be introduced and
may be discussed but are to lie on the table for 30 days
before final action by the Faculty.)
6. Report of the Ad Hoc committee of the Policy Committee on
the Functions of the Office of the Vice President for
Research -- Dr. Scaletti. (Statement attached.)
Enclosure: Summary of Faculty Minutes, March 11, 1969.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEBTIMG

May 13,1969
(Summarized Minutes)
The May 13, 1969, meeting of the University Faculty was called to
order by President Heady at 3:39 p.m., with a quorum present.
President Heady referred to the April 25 meeting, at which time he
was asked by the Faculty to instigate investigatory action relative
to alleged racial discrimination in the Physical Plant Department and
report back at the next faculty meeting. He said that his report,
dated May 6, was distributed with the agenda.
After an U.M.A.s. delegation and Miss Frankie McCarty {Albuquerque
Journal reporter) were admitted by vote of the Faculty, a motion was
made by Professor Alexander to refer the matter of alleged discrimination to the grievance committee described in the existing grievance
procedure and outlined in President Heady's report.
Professor Merkx then introduced the following substitute motion:
that the Faculty elect a three-man committee today to investigate the
char~es of discrimination in the Physical Plant and rep~r~ as s~on as
possible an advisory opinion to the Regents and the administration
dealing with (1) whether or not the charges have substance and (2), if
the problem exists, reconunendations for possible action.
Fol~owing considerable discussion and the presentation of three
affidavits from Physical Plant Department employees, the Faculty
voted on and defeated Professor Merkx's motion and then approved the
motion presented by Professor Alexander.
~ beh~lf of the Policy committee, Professor Alexander p oposed the
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s~ablishment of the following standing rule: that meetings of the
?niversity Faculty shall normally be scheduled for two hours: that
~~ a m7eting is not concluded within two hour~, a motion to adj~urn
all include provision for a subsequent meeting; that alternatively,
:h~wo-th~rds vote of those present could exten~ a meeti~g for an~ther
Tulrty minutes. After brief discussion, a motion to adJourn until
esday, May 20, was approved.
The met·
e ing adjourned at 5:35 p.m.
John N. Durrie, Secretary

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
MAY 13, 1969

The May 13, 1969, meeting of the
University Faculty was called to order by
President Heady at 3:39 p . m. , with a quorum
present, at the Kiva .
PRESIDENT HEADY Call the meeting to
order . At the last meeting of the faculty
I was requested to submit a report by the
time of this faculty meeting, if possible,
concerning the statement of UMAS that was
made at the last faculty meeting on
alleged discrimination in the Physical
Plant Department.
I distributed this
report that was requested with the call to
the meeting.
I assume that you all have it.
PROFESSOR HOYT

Mr . President --

HEADY I assume you all have it and
have had a chance to read it. I do not
intend to read it now or to make any
supplementary statements about it. What I
would like to do now is to entertain a
motion as to disposition of this report .
HOYT

Mr. President --

HEADY

Mr. Alexander.

PROFESSOR ALEXANDER I t h i nk
somebody up there really had the f loor
before I did .

Al l e ge d Racial
Di s crimin ation
in the Phy sical
Plant Department
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HEADY Professor Hoyt.
HOYT Mr. President, I move that the
UMAS students be permitted to enter the
meeting to hear the consideration of this
item.
(The motion was seconded by several of
the faculty members.)
HEADY It's been moved and seconded
that -- does this refer to any and all
students that are outside, Professor Hoyt?
HOYT Just the UMAS students.
HEADY Professor Cottrell.
PROFESSOR COTTRELL May I speak
against the motion for tnis reason: After
nearly a year of study the Policy Committee
recommended to this body two months ago that
we have a permanent group of envoys, students
numbering fifteen. We discussed at that time
that this group is rotating through student
government channels. Any students who want
to be heard before this body should be able
to be a part of that envoy group. If he
cannot be a part of that envoy group of
fifteen, he is turned down and he can come
to the Policy Committee and we could make
arrangements. But I believe that the
continued politics of confrontation, of
asking for admission to this group and not
coming through
the student body
government, to ask for spots on their
delegation, is contrary to the policy which
this -- which is the intent of the policy
Which we studied for nearly a year and
recommended last month. I would urge you,
since there are UMAS members present
today in the student body delegation, I
would urge you to vote against the
delegation for admitting all the UMAS
body in this group.
HEADY Professor Merkx.
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PROFESSOR MERKX I find it difficult
to believe Professor Cottrell thinks that u:- -u. .,. . .
students come before the faculty/~ it is
political confrontation. The thing that we
passed along to the students to come to
faculty meetings, fifteen students, was for
general occasions, for standard occasions.
This is a special item on the agenda. It
is a matter of concern to Mexican American
students. At the last meeting of this
faculty we saw fit to allow those students
to come before us and present a complaint.
Now -- and then we asked our President to
investigate this matter. It seems to me
quite surprising that we find it
appropriate for them to send a complaint
to us in a reasonable fashion and then
not find it appropriate for them to
come in and hear this faculty discuss the
issue the following meeting.
May I also say one more thing.
The Mexican American students have spent
considerable effort and considerable work
on this. I, for one, am very pleased that
they are still coming to the faculty,
talking to the faculty, and are not
demonstrating. I think this is something
we should still continue to encourage.
HEADY Professor Blum.
PROFESSOR BLUM I would like to
speak for the motion for the committee
on the grounds that primarily we
admitted them last time and they -- I
thihk they are entitled to appear this
time to hear the President's report
on this. However, I do not agree
with Professor Cottrell that when we,
in the faculty Policy Committee;
decided on the fifteen students, we
didn't think that it was for general
Purpose occasions but that for any
Particular issue a particular group
of students would be selected. So
I think I would like to either move,
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or at least see that it is the sense
of this group, that in the future we
restrict students to fifteen students,
not the same fifteen students, for
any occasion.
HEADY Professor Devries.
PROFESSOR DE VRIES I would
like to know if Professor Hoyt implies
in his motion that the students would
give a statement.
HOY'T I assume that at least
as representatives of UMAS who are
among the regular fifteen members they
would be entitled to make a statement.
The others would be at the pleasure
of the faculty.
HEADY Is there further
discussion on the motion? The motion
is that we admit, in addition to the
fifteen students in the official
delegation, members of UMAS that are
outside. Are you ready to vote? I
think I will ask for a show of hands
on this . Those in favor of the
motion please raise your hand. Those
opposed to the motion please raise
your hand. The motion is carried.
W
ill someone invite the students in
and we will use these seats down here
in the middle .
VICE PRESIDENT TROWBRIDGE I
would like to make a motion -HEADY I have already recognized
Professor Alexander.
ALEXANDER Well, I think we better
Wait until these students are here, yes .
HEADY I will recognize you, Dean
Trowbridge.
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TROWBRIDGE I would like to move
that we admit a representative of the
press in the person Frankie McCarty of
the Albuquerque Journal .
(There were sev eral seconds to
the motion. )
HEADY Those in favor please
say "aye". Opposed "no". Motion is
carried. Someone escort Mi ss McCarty
in.
Professor Alexander.
ALEXANDER In regard to the
first item on the agenda, I wi sh to
move that this matter -- this matter
be referred to the established
grievance procedure outlined in
President Heady's statement here. I
believe it would be far better to
allow a s mal l group, such as the
Grievance Committee there mentioned,
to investigate any further allegations
of unfair practices rather than to
discuss them here without needed
information or testimony from both
parties to such a dispute.
May I also say that little, if
any, positive good seems to me to come
from attributing lack of confidence to
anybody at any level in the entire
University community.
I observed the
statement of "no confidence" and they
are usually made when either there has
been little, if any, opportunity to
sit down with the person or persons so
accused and to get a frank statement
of their views, or when those views
represent merely a difference of
opinion from one's own. They
assuredly represent little will enough
to give persons the benefit of the
doubt. Under these circumstances,
allegations of no confidence turn out
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to be the results of emotionalism
or political manuevering rather than
of~reasoning or sincere effort toward
mutual improvement.
I move we refer this whole
matter again to the Grievance
Committee.
(There were several seconds.)
HEADY It's been moved and
seconded that this matter be referred
to the established Grievance
Committee. Is that the sense?
ALEXANDER That's the sense
of it.
MERKX Mr. Chairman -HEADY Professor Merkx.
MERKX I wish to introduce a
substitute motion, and I wish to
speak to that motion. My motion is
as follows:
I move that the faculty elect
at this meeting a three-man
committee to look into the charges of
discrimination in the Physical Plant
and report as soon as possible a
advisory opinion to the board regents
and to the administration dealing with,
one, whether thetharges have substance
or not and, two, the problem exists,
recommendations or possible action.
The reason I am introducing this
motion is as follows: The complaining
Parties in this affair, who were in the
first case employees of the Physical
Plant that came to UMAS and in the
second place, students of this
University, say two groups of people
that are also part of this community,
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have indicated that they do not
have confidence in the grievance
procedure. It seems to me since they
do not have confidence in the grievance
procedure, as it now stands,
appropriate effort could be had to look
into this by some group that these people
have confidence in. Now they have
indicated to the group of the faculty
that ~ . , met with them that they do
have confidence in the faculty. They
are -- they would like to take -- have
the matter go out of their hands and
go in the hands of some people that
they feel are impartial.
Therefore, and they -- it was
suggested by some of us and accepted
by them that we follow the same
procedure used in the Williams and
Pollack case, a three-man committee
look into this as quickly as possible
since people's jobs are at stake, and
then report an advisory committee
opinion to the administration.
I would like to say that I hope
that the UMAS has prepared some
information and they are not asking
us to do anything, to take any steps
other than to look into the matter.
They do have, however, twenty
affidavits witnessing to -- from
People in the Physical Plant
testifying to discrimination. There
are two people from the Physical Plant
here who will personally testify who
have evidence of discrimination.
They have examples of people being
Physicallyintimidated by the Director
of the Physical Plant, and I think it
only fair that before we continue
debate on this motion, my substitute
motion, assuming it is seconded, that
we have some idea of the nature of
What these charges are . These people
are putting their jobs on the line by
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coming here today.
I think it only
appropriate that we listen to them.
(There were several seconds.)
HEADY Would you read your
motion again, Professor Merkx?
MERKX Yes.
I move that the
faculty elect at this meeting a
three-man committee to look into
the charges of discrimination in
the Physical Plant and report as
soon as possible an advisory opinion
to the board of regents and to the
administration, dealing with, one,
whether the charges have substance
or not and, two, if a problem
exists, recommendations for possible
action.
This committee is simply
an advisory committee, will take no
action other than looking into the
matter and making suggestions to the
board of regents and to the
administration.
Now I also ask -- I'm not sure
how to do this, but I would hope that
as part of the discussion perhaps
somebody could yield their place. I
would hope that we allow the people
from UMAS to make their statement and
I would hope that we also hear the
statement from the people from the
Physical Plant.
HEADY The motion was
seconded. Doctor Travelstead.
VICE PRESIDENT TRAVELSTEAD I
wish to speak against the substitute
motion and in favor of the spirit of
the original motion for the following
reasons: The grievance procedure
referred to has not yet been used, and
to say it is not effective, I think,
is not quite fair.
I have before me
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the grievance procedure outlined, which
does include as one of its steps -- and
the faculty ought to know this -- that
the three-member committee, as outlined
in the procedure, would include two
members of the faculty chosen from a
panel of volunteers and one uninvolved
vice president, as Mr. Alexander has
said. The matter of inquiring into
these charges can be handled much better
in a smaller group and not in an open
forum like this and particularly since
this procedure, which was put in effect
last September ~has not been used -I suggest that this faculty back that
procedure and if it doesn't work,
appeal to the regents. But I think it
ought to be given a chance to function.
HEADY Mr. Sandoval.
STUDENT SANDOVAL As a member of
UMAS I would like to state that if we
would be given an opportunity prior to
voting on either of the two motions to
present the information that we have,
that we can conclusively show that the
grievance procedure has not been used
because of what it has done in the past,
and not the workers. in fact, the workers
in the Physical Plant had no confidence
in it and the fact that there has been
no complaints to this time, the fact
that it has not been used, is due
Primarily to the fact of what has
happened in the past and what is
happening at present.
If this body would see fit to
give UMAS an opportunity prior to
Voting on either of these motions,
the information we have worked hard to
get, and then on the basis of that
decide on either of these two motions.
I see -- I do not see how any harm
could come of that and, in fact, I
think it's your prerogative to know
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what you are -- some of the
information for your vote on either
of these motions.
HEADY I think it might be
appropriate for me to comment, as I
have before, that I have repeatedly
asked representatives of UMAS for
any additional information beyond
what was presented in the statement
at the last meeting in the written
and oral statement and I have been
refused any such information. So
whatever additional information is
being presented or offered now has
not been available to me .
SANDOVAL May I respond to
that, Mr. President?
HEADY Certainly.
SANDOVAL To begin with, we
supplied three names of employees who
we said had been fired or forced to
quit from the Physical Plant, and Mr.
Heady indicated in his re}onse that
you have befo~n the agenda that
the charges wer~ not valid, and
after looking into the situation he
said that the evidence indicated
that there were no problems .
However, this is part of our
information, the fact that of those
three names President Heady did not
contact either of those three people,
Personally, or through an attempt
through one of his representatives,
and that kind of -- the fact that
he lacked an impartiality in this
matter, the fact that he would not
even have the courtesy to contact
these three men to hear their
statements, I think would warrant
our lack of confidence in you, M
r.
President.
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HEADY I would like to quo te one
paragraph from my statement on this
point, which says:
"The charge that ten employees"
this is the charge you will recall
was made at the last meeting -- "have
been summarily discharged from the
Physical Plant Department in the last
several weeks has no basis in fact.
Only one employee has been discharged
from the Physical Plant since
January of this year. That employee
was in his probationary period and the
events surrounding his termination were
in accord with University policy. Two
additional names were given to me by
UMAS as examp les of employees discharged;
however, according to University records,
both of these employees were terminated
for failure to report for work on three
or more consecutive days without
explanation, again in conformity with
Un iversity policy."
I would like to point out, as I
have pointed out to the representatives
of UMAS, that if there is additional
information different from what I have
reported here, the grievance procedure
that was set up last September is
available to these employees. It has
not been utilized by them.
Doctor
Smith.
VICE PRESIDENT SMITH Mr .
President, ladies and gentlemen of the
faculty, I would like to empha?ize a
little further with respect to the
two men who were terminated during the
fall.
One of them had his wages
garnisheed and decided to find work
elsewhere where his wages wouldn't be
garnisheed. The other reported in
sick repeatedly and it was discovered
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that he was driving a city bus while
he was claiming sick leave at the
University. Those are the
circumstances under which these
people were terminated in the fall,
and neither was fired. They quit .
I want to emphasize that the
first presentation that we had
reported ten fired in recent weeks,
this was reiterated in the Lobo and
an editorial wept for their hungry
children. It turns out that three
families are all that have been
produced and we have talked about
the circumstances of those.
I submit that if the UMAS
organization were genuinely interested
in the welfare of the people in the
Physical Plant Department, every bit
of information which was available
should have been submitted to the
President following the last faculty
meeting when the faculty asked for
an inquiry. I don't know how the
President could be expected to do
other than he has done, which is
tal to the people in the Physical
Plant Department and the Director of
Non-Academic Personnel, lacking
specific information about
discrimination which UMAS claims to
have . UMAS has refused to give the
information to the President,
refused to give it to the regents as
of last Saturday morning. The clear
implication to me seems to be that
UMAS might be more interested in the
confrontation than in the outcome.
I point out further that there
is nothing in the faculty constitution
Which gives the faculty jurisdiction
over the Physical Plant or over
administrative offices, and that the
channel is perfectly clear. There is
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a grievance procedure, and anyone
that doesn't like an
administrative decision in an
administrative area has access to
the regents and this access has been
assured as of last Saturday morning.
PROFESSOR TONIGAN Mr. Chairman,
can we have an explanation of the
existing grievance procedure?
HEADY Is Mr. Yehle here?
TRAVELSTEAD I have it. You
asked for information on the
grievance procedure, which was put
in effect last September, which
according to the information
available to me has not been used.
The first step is that the
concerned dean or director -- this all
has to do with non-academic personnel
-- the concerned dean or director
shall hold an informal hearing and
render a decision. The employee
must present his grievance in writing
and the dean or director must present
his decision in writing.
The second step: The employee
may appeal his decision from the first
step to a grievance conunittee, who shall
hold a formal hearing and render a
decision. The employee must present
his grievance in writing and the
committee must present its decision
in writing. It shall be comprised of
two uninvolved non-supervisory faculty
members with tenure, and one
uninvolved vice fresident of the
University. The faculty member shall
be selected by the ~rieved employee
from a list comprisea of one faculty
member from each college who has
Volunteered to serve on the grievance
committee. The vice president shall be
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selected by the Director of Non-Academic
Personnel.
The third step: The employee, or
his dean or director, may appeal the
decision from the second step toq.., grievance
board, who shall hold a formal hearing
and
render a final decision. The appeal must
be presented in writing and the board must
present its decision in writing. The
grievance board shall be comprised of the
President of the University and two or more
members of the board of regents.
W
e do have a panel made up under
this stipulation available for the aggrieved
person to select two faculty members from.
PROFESSOR RHOADS Point of information.
M
r. Travelstead, how large is this panel and
how was it selected?
TRAVELSTEAD Two faculty members and
one -panel? RHOADS Howlarge is the entire
TRAVELSTEAD Oh, one from each
college on the campus. That would be nine .
W
e have all of themappointed -- not
appointed -- to the grievance committee.
RHOADS And may I ask also how they
were selected?
They were volunteers
from TRAVELSTEAD
college and the dean sent us the
name each
of the person that would represent
that colleg
e and we do have these names.
PROFESSOR BURLEY Point of
information. Is· that a panel or a pool,
Doctor Travelstead?
TRAVELSTEAD This is a panel from
Which the aggrieved person himself chooses
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two faculty members to his
satisfaction.
HOYT Point of information, Mr.
President. May I ask further how is
the call fo r volunteers publicized? I
was never aware of it. What faculty
members were named to it and how has
this list been publicized so that it
may be made use of by the aggrieved
employee?
SANDOVAL

I can answer tha t.

TRAVELSTEAD This procedure has
not been called for. All the steps
were not completed last September and
its been done more recently, but it is
available. The answer to the other
question is the dean will have to answer
how they got this information . They
were not to appoint a person of their
own choosi ng but to name somebody who
had volunteered for it.
HOYT Could you tell us who was
on the list and has there been publicity
about it?
TRAVELSTEAD Not yet, because it
was just completed thi s week.
{Applause by the students . )
SANDOVAL
HEADY

Mr . Pre sident .

Yes, s ir .

SANDOVAL I fe el that it is
~
Paramount importance to this body because
not only are you faculty members -HEADY I am not going to recognize
You to go into this, Mr. Sandoval
SANDOVAL

Mr . President

HEADY -- in giving --
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M
r. President, I
have information
HEADY -- because I don't think it
is pertinent here.
SANDOVAL I have information
here, M
r. President.
(There was general argument
between President Heady and Student
Sandoval with several of the Professors
siding in and everyone talking at once
and a record at this point was
impossible.)
SANDOVAL We have information
here that we feel because we do have
confidence in the faculty of this
University, that we feel before you
make any decision about M
r. Heady's
statement to our charges you should
know why we made these charges. You
should know the information that we
have, and on that basis make your
decision, because I feel that it is
important to you, not only as faculty
members but as human beings . I am
now going to present that information.
HEADY Well, I am going to rule
as presiding officer that a summary of
the evidence
SANDOVAL We have -HEADY
which has not been
presented either to me or to the
grievance committee through the
grievance procedure that is established
is not relevant
SANDOVAL We have information -HEADY
to the motion before
the house, the faculty . If the faculty
Wishes to overrule my decision on this
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matter it is, of course,~
prerogative to do so.
AFACULTY MEMBER I move the
previous question.
(There were several seconds.)
HEADY The present question has
been moved. This is a privileged motion.
AFACULTY MEMBER What is the
previous question?
HEADY The previous question is -AFACULTY MEMBER We have a camera
back here. Will you please eliminate
him?
ASTUDENT We have two cameras; the
man in the brown suit has a camera.
HEADY The only person authorized
here are members of the faculty and the
fifteen students under our regular procedure
and the other people representing UMAS. No
one was authorized to be here with cameras,
so you are excused.
MERKX Point of order, point of
order; may I ask how this motion can be
introduced when Mr. Sandoval has the
floor?
HEADY I have ruled that what he has
the floor to do is not, in my opinion,
relevant to the motion.
SANDOVAL I think that the faculty
should decide.
HEADY The motion to the previous
question is in order. The previous
question -(Several faculty members were calling
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for point of order and point of
information.)
HEADY -- the previous question
is a motion which is not debatable,
and which, if passed by a two-thirds
vote, brings a vote on the motion on
the resolution before the house.
(Several faculty members were
calling for point of order.)
PROFESSOR BOCK Point of order.
I believe a motion which I would like
to make to overrule your ruling in the
case of Mr. Sandoval would take
precedence over this later introduced
motion.
A FACULTY MEMBER There is a
motion before the house.
BOCK I think mine has precedence
over it because it relates to a ruling
that was given in order to allow this
motion to be made.
If the President
had not overruled Mr. Sandoval, then it
would not have been in order for this
motion to have been made, and I question,
therefore, and I move that we vote to
overrule the President's decision, as
Chairman of this , and have Mr . Sandoval
be allowed to speak.
(There were several seconds.)
order.
time.

HEADY We have one point of
Let's deal with them one at a

I think I am convinced by your
statement.
I had said that I made a
ruling which was subject to review and
overturn by the house if it wishes to do
so. This was done before the motion for
the previous question, so, if there is
-- did you make a motion to overturn my --
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BOCK This is appealing the
decision of the Chairman which takes
a simple majority, I believe.
HEADY All right. A motion has
been made and seconded to appeal the
decision of the Chair. As I understand
this it requires a simple majority to
pass.
If it passes, my ruling concerning
Mr. Sandoval is overturned.
Is that
your understanding? This is a debatable
motion, I presume.
BOCK Mr. Chairman, I would like
to speak to that, if it's debatable.
STUDENT VAN DRESSER
debatable.

It is

HEADY You are not our
parliamentarian, Mr. VanDresser .
A FACULTY MEMBER Will the
students standing up please sit down?
HEADY

Professor Bock.

BOCK The reason I feel this is
important for Mr. Sandoval's evidence
to be heard as soon as possible is that
I, and four other faculty members, . did
hear the evidence, have seen a signed
notarized affidavit, and we have all
heard at the last faculty meeting the
statistics dealing with the lack of
supervisory personnel in white collar
employees in the entire Physical Plant.
The fact that the custodial and ground
departments are the only ones with
Spanish surnamed people in any large
Portion. We also saw the figures from
the June, 1969, payroll information
Which is available in the U.N.M. library,
and, of course, is available to
administration dealing with salary
differentials for people in the same job.
This is for the same job positions, the
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same step, and the same amount of
tenure.
HEADY Mr. Bock, it seems to
me you are presenting information that
Mr. Sandoval has asked to present.
BOCK

I am sorry.

HEADY I would like you to make
your comments more relevant to the
motion before the house.
BOCK There is a good deal of
information relating to salary
differentials of ten dollars to over
two hundred dollars a month salary
differential between those with
Spanish surnames or Mexican Americans
and others.
A STUDENT Question to point of
personal privilege.
HEADY

What is ,your question?

A STUDENT As long as we are
eliminating cameras from this body, I
would like the man in the brown suit
with the brown tie with the brown shirt
to take his little camera and either take
it outside or take himself outside. The
fellow in the back, the next almost to
the curtain, if he would stand up. This
one. He just took a picture.
PROFESSOR LEVY I know you are
speaking to me.
I have every reason.
am Doctor Levy from the Department of
Psychiatry.
(Laughter.)
HEADY

I

Professor Kanowitz.

PROFESSOR KANOWITZ I would like
to ask Mr. Sandoval if what he wants to
Present is, on the one hand, information
as to the lack of -- the alleged lack of
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confidence in the established
grievance machinery of which in my
view it would be relevant to the
business before this body, or whether
Mr . Sandoval wants to present to this
body the information in support of the
alleged discrimination, which in my
view would not be relevant to this
body's present consideration.
HEADY Do you want to say "yes"
or "no" to that?
SANDOVAL Mr . President, the
question cannot be answered by "yes" or
"no". The question asked of me, sir,
the information that I feel is relevant
to this body does concern the fact that
part of our complaint, if you will
remember the charges that we made was
the fact that the grievance procedure
is within -- is one of the things that
we feel has worked against these
employees and, therefore, for anybody
to expect these workers, or for us to
submit our information to the very
structure that we are charging is
completely illogical. So, yes, it is
extremely relevant and that is the
only reason that we want to make this
presentation, so that you, as a
faculty member, can make a reasonable
choice on whether or not you want to
create a special committee or whether
or not you want to deal with this
~atter. But you must have this
information because -HEADY I think you have
answered his question, Mr. Sandoval .
Is there any other discussion?
Mr. Wolf.
PROFESSOR WOLF The only reports
that have been presented here are the
ones to refer this matter to the
grievance committee and, two, to set up
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a substitute body, neither of which
involves the presentation of any
evidence.
SANDOVAL Yes, they certainly
do, sir.
WOLF May I finish, Mr . Sandoval?
I would appreciate it if I might. I do
not see that this. body -- there ~t~r.JZ.. some
two hundred of us here -- have either
the physical endurance or the wisdomto
sit here and hear this evidence, which I
see was not presented to the general
faculty or the administration, but was
presented to my good friend Phil Bock,
and some of this group -- three other
people. I do not understand why it
could not have been presented to the
general faculty in summary form,
circulated to us so we could have
questions to ask about it if the
evidence was relevant and if this is
a genuine issue. I would have thought
that anyone concerned with this, and I
certainly am, would have made every
effort as quickly as possible to get
this information before the proper
authorities, including the faculty .
Now it seems to me any evidence
presented at this point when these two
motions about referring it to the
grievance committee or referring to the
-- to Gil M
erkx's special committee is
just out of order. What we are dealing
with is a matter of when we will deal
With
the evidence I how we will deal with
'
it,
and not the presentation
of it at
this point and not the presentation of
why it wasn't presented before.
HEADY Will you identify yourself,
Please?
PROFESSOR GONZALEZ I am Nancie
Gonzalez, Anthropology. I would like to
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remind many of you who apparently
have never known, or if you have
known you have forgotten, what it is
like to be afraid, to be afraid of
a systemthat you don't have any
power over, that you have no control
over. Now I have heard the evidence
and I wasn't just a small committee.
There were several of us. Many of
us went in there, uncertain of what
was going to come out, and we heard
materials that I think would shock
many of you, and I do not understand
why you resist wanting to hear these
things. I think the nature of the
evidence will indicate why they did
not want to bring it out publicly
at the beginning of the entire
business. I think that if you just
bear with them for ten minutes, or
perhaps less, much of this argument
will prove to be foolish.
HEADY Professor Blum.
BLUM If this is in order I
would like to move an amendment to
Professor Back's motion that we allot
a reasonable amount of time, fifteen
minutes, to Mr . Sandoval to present
his evidence, and then without further
ado move on the substitute motion.
(There were several seconds.)
HEADY I don't think that is
in order. If my decision is upheld,
I think -- after my decision has been
ruled upon I think a motion of that
kind would be in order if you want to
make it then .
BLUM I simply want us to
Preserve ourselves as human beings and
get through.
HEADY Is there further discussion?
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Professor Cottrell.
you are first.

Oh, Mr. Frumkin,

PROFESSOR FRUMKIN I just wanted
to simply say that I wouldn't know how
to vote on either the substitute motion
or the initial motion until I have heard
what Mr. Sandoval has to say. Therefore,
I would vote to overturn the ruling.
HEADY

Professor Cottrell.

~.r

COTTRELL
I voted for
the resolution calling for the President
to ask for an investigation of this
because I think it's perfectly within our
right as a faculty to pass a resolution
of concern about situations on this
campus. But what I think we are being
asked to do today is outside the realm
of responsibility or authority, and as
long as we recognize that what we do, if
we do it, has no authority whatsoever,
then I guess it's okay.
I would ask
each of you read the constitution. We
have certain responsibilities delegated
to us by the regents. Now when we start
looking to problems with committees that
we set up, and we look into the operation
of non-academic personnel, and particularly
the Physical Plant, we have gone well
beyond any reasonable interpretation of
the faculty constitution.
Then I would
ask the question: Why was this material
-- if there is no confidence in the
President, why was not this material
Presented to the regents? The regents
are the final legal and responsible body.
We have no right in this faculty to set
up a committee of ours, two or three
people, to investigate a situation in
the Physical Plant and to say that
people should be reinstated. The regents
Will have to make that decision.
If they
don't agree with what the President says.
Why did not UMAS present this to
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the regents?
SANDOVAL Are you asking me?
COTTRELL I didn't ask a direct
question. I am talking now. I have a
feeling they want it tried here publicly,
and I would have to agree with Professor
Kanowitz, if it is not -- if the grievance
procedure has not been used and information
has not been given to the regents, I think
we are totally out of order by hearing it
today . (Applause.)
HEADY Professor Grande.
PROFESSOR GRANDE In support of
Professor Beck's motion I would like to
indicate that it would seem rather
unusual, if, after listening~the
information from the administration both
on procedures and on parts of the evidence
and importation of the evidence from the
President and the Vice President, we should
refuse ten or fifteen minutes to those
who want to present the evidence that we
criticize them for not having presented ·
already. We could have been through
presenting the evidence now if we did not
have all this egotistical discussion on
the basis of a decision by the President,
which I cannot see is justified, by having
the UMAS to be in this meeting and I think
we have a right now to demand to hear the
evidence they have to present to us. Let
us vote on Professor Beck's motion and get
ahead to the evidence.
HEADY I have Professor Drummond and
then Mr. Merkx, and -- who want to be heard.
Professor Drummond.
PROFESSOR DRUMMOND Mr. Pr sident, it
is my understanding of the rulesAw1ch this
faculty operates, we are here to deal
With academic matters. This is not an
academic matter. rt· has really nothing to
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do with the performance of our
functions as an academic faculty.
I would like for us to move on to
to vote on Mr. Bock's motion, too,
and I hope we will vote on it so that
this becomes an administrative matter.
HEADY Mr. Benavidez.
STUDENT BENAVIDEZ I would just
like to say that I think the University
is a mirror of what happens in society,
by the mere fact that we have to ·stand
here before you today and ask you in
essence what we have to do the last few
minutes is to beg you to listen to
charges of discrimination. M
r. Cottrell
wanted to know what responsibility the
faculty had in listening to these
charges and to this evidence. Well, I
think the responsibility lies in you,
as probably the most educated in our
society, the people who have made it,
and look next to you and see how many
Chicanos are sitting next to you. I
think that this enters in, and that ·
this is why the very important reason
why you should listen and find out what's
happening here at this University. It
seems very strange that the faculty has
been made the court of last resort. The
Place where these grievances have to be
brought to because, like Doctor
Travelstead mentioned, there is a
grievance procedure. Why hasn't it been
used? Well, I think the mere fact that
we are here today points out that this
grievance system of the workers doesn't
-- the workers don't feel that it works
for them. I think that the regents, on
Saturday, expressed their willingness to
listen to these charges after they were
Presented to the faculty.
BLUM Move the previous question,
Mr. Chairman.
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HEADY The previous question has
been moved . W
e will vote on this
motion. If it passes by two-thirds
vote we will then vote on the motion
before the house.
ALEXANDER This is on M
r. Bock's
motion?
H::ADY This is moving the
previous question. If it is voted,
we then vote immediately on Mr. Bock's
motion. You all understand the
situation?
AFACULTY MEMBER Please state
the previous question.
HEADY The motion for the
previous question is only a decision
as to whether we vote now on the motion
before the house, which is M
r. Bock's
motion. It requires a two-thirds vote
to be adopted . I will nowcall for a
vote
favor on the previous question. Those in
AFACULTY MEMBER What is the
motion? What is the motion?
SECRETARY DURRIE Bock's motion
they want .
HEADY You want to knowwhat the
motion before the house is? It is Mr .
Bock's motion to overrule the decision
of the Chair. If we adopt the previous
question we will then proceed to vote
on that motion. Is that clear? Now
those in favor of the previous question
Please raise your hand. Those opposed.
I think the previous question has been
moved and we will now vote on Mr . Beck's
motion.
You all understand it? It is a
motion to appeal the ruling of the Chair.
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The ruling of the Chair was that what
Mr. Sandoval proposes to present at
this time is not relevant to the
substitute motion which was presented
by Professor M
erkx. Those in favor
of M
r. Back's motion to appeal the
ruling of the Chair, please raise your
hand. Will you raise your hands again
if you are in favor of the motion?
Those opposed to Mr. Back's motion,
please raise your hands.
The motion to appeal the
ruling of the Chair was lost.
BLUM Mr. Chairman -AFACULTY MEMBER Can we get
the figures?
HEADY The figures are a
hundred and sixteen to seventy-four.
That's by the lowest count on the
negative side. The other figure I
got was a hundred and -BLUM I move we allow Mr .
Sandoval ten minutes and then
immediately proceed to vote on M
r.
Merkx's question, and if it loses
then immediately move to vote on the
motion of Professor Alexander.
(There were several seconds.)
PROFESSOR HUBER Point of order.
HEADY Mr. Huber.
HUBER Point of order. One, I
believe that that was the essence of
what we just voted on, but even if it
Was not the essence, I question then the
re-establishment of a motion to move -and move the previous question on the
substitute motion that would have been
next in order, would it not?
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PROFESSOR REGENER Point of order,
Mr. Chairman.
HEADY Yes, sir.
REGENER I do believe that Mr .
Blum's motion was out of order because
there's another one on the floor from
before. However, I believe that a
motion to postpone is in order and I
would like to move that we postpone
the vote on the other two motions
before the house, the last point
being the previous one, for ten
minutes in order to give the
representative of UMAS a chance to
present his case for ten minutes, and
then proceed to vote on the motions
before the house. This is a motion to
postpone, which takes a simple
majority.
AFACULTY MEMBER Point of
order.
HEADY What I would prefer to do,
if I may, and I am not sure whether this
cuts through the parliamentary tangle or
not, is entertain Professor Blum's
motion to allow Mr. Sandoval ten minutes
and separate that from what is, in effect,
moving the previous question to go on
without further debate and to vote on the
substitute motion. Although I think there
is a serious question as to whether this
isn't putting before you again substantially
the question you just voted on, I will be
glad to do it.
The motion has been made and
seconded. Those in favor of Mr . Blum's
motion to allow Mr. Sandoval ten minutes,
Please -- did you want debate
on this?
Those in favor please say II aye 11 • Opposed
"no ". The Chair is in doubt and we w1·11
have a showof hands.
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Those in favor of Mr . Blum's
motion, please raise your hand. We
will now call for the vote of those
opposed to M
r. Blum's motion. W
ill you
please raise your hand. We have what
is practically a tie vote. The tellers
say it is very hard to count when you
-- when they are trying to get all rows,
so the only way I can see to do this is
get an accurate count is to have you stand
up by rows, by for· or against the motion.
GONZALEZ Let's hear M
r. Sandoval.
GRANDE Would it be in order not
to waste the time completely that Mr .
Sandoval could talk while you are doing
that? (Laughter.)
PROFESSOR SCALETTI Mr . President,
I am not opposed to M
r. Sandoval. I am
not opposed to listening to M
r. Sandoval.
I would like to ask, however, this has
been presented as sort of evidence, as
though·~ it ··were evidence. I presume from
this they are asking me to judge if I am
asked to judge, and I would therefore like
to hear both sides of the story. Is there
a representative of the other side so that
we can debate this if we are going to allow
it and make our judgment on that basis?
HEADY Well, I think we are back
debating the motion and the Chair's dilemma
at this point is he is not sure what happened
in the result of the last motion. The tally
I had is ninety-one or ninety-two for the
motion and eighty-nine to ninety-two against
the motion. so I do not feel that I amon
a basis to decide which has won and I am
going to call for another vote.
SMITH Mr. President, I have been
Voting consistently against this motion for
one reason only, because I think as I said
earlier as a matter of good faith, any
evidence UMAS has should have been presented
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to the President at the outset. But I am
now going to ask, I'm going to ask as
many friends as will to join me in voting
for this motion on the voice vote so that
we can hear Mr. Sandoval . W
e have
debated whether to hear M
r. Sandoval
much longer than the ten minutes he
wants .
HEADY I realize the call for a
vote and I will recognize a call for a
voice vote . Those in favor of the
motion to provide ten minutes to Mr .
Sandoval please say "aye" . Opposed
"no" . The motion is carried.
(Applause .)
Mr. Sandoval, you have ten
minutes and we will synchronize our
watches .
SANDOVAL Thank you, Mr .
President. I had some workers come
down who wanted to come down and here
presently workinq and they risked
their jobs, and although they did punch
out, they are supposed to be on the job
now. I wanted themto give you their
own story, but because we only have ten
minutes I will read the affidavits that
we have notarized. Every affidavit we
have has been notarized and has
supporting evidence.
(THEREUPON, Mr . Sandoval read
two affidavits, sometimes quite fast
and slurred and with his back to the
reporter and the same were not
therefore included in these minutes .)
(At the conclusion of reading
of two of the affidavits, another
student rose and dramatically began
reading statistics, the first part
of Which this reporter did not even
know what he was saying but it
followed that he was talking of total
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employees in a department, how many
were Spanish surnamed, and their
rates of pay and the following is
the best the reporter could hear.)
ASTUDENT
. are held by
three Spanish Chicanos, average
monthly salary in the department,
excluding supervisor, Spanish
surnamed three hundred and eighty
dollars, other five hundred and
seven, a hundred and thirty dollars
differential . Average monthly
salaries for the job classification
of plumber only, Spanish surnamed,
three hundred eighty-five dollars,
other four hundred fifty-eight
dollars, seventy-five dollars
differential: Section: auto.
total employees, six, Spanish
surnamed, two, thirty-three and
one-third, two Spanish surnamed
employees in this section hold two
lowest paying jobs. Their average
salaries seventy dollars lower than
the others.
Machine maintenance -- this is
the highest paid department in the
Physical Plant -- total employees,
thirteen; total Spanish surnamed,
none. Administrative, have of the
people employed in the Physical Plant
of the Anglos approximately thirtyfive hold administrative or some type
of supervisory position, thirty-five
percent of them Chicanos, two and a
half percent comprise fifty-four and
a half percent of the work force.
Field construction -- okay,
here's where the classification of
labor -- Spanish surnamed, two hundred
and seventy dollars, Anglos three
hundred and three. That's a differential
of thirty-three dollars for labors in
the Physical Plant.
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SANDOVAL I'd like to read from
another affidavit from a man in the
Physical Plant who was forced to quit
from the Physical Plant. I, M
ax Sias,
worked for the U.N.M
. Physical Plant
at U.N.M. until five months ago. I
quit because of the pressure put on by
my supervisor to make my conditions
... the reason they put pressure on
me because I got confused so signed
petition against themin the Physical
Plant forcing us to use annual leave
instead of sick leave when we called in
sick. The kind of pressure they put on
me was to make .
(describing the
use of a small broom of some type rather
than a regular broomused by other
custodians in sweeping stairways)
and this is one of the many little
pressures they put on me to make me
quit. I know they forced me to quit .
The affidavit is dated June 24th,
1968, Albuquerque, New Mexico . We,
the undersigned persons -(This was some petition signed
by twenty-three employees in the
custodial section.)
AFACULTY MEMBER Mr . Sandoval,
would you give some information as to
why UMAS does not have confidence in the
present grievance committee?
SANDOVAL Yes, I will . M
r. Heady,
after appearing before this body at our
last meeting, this body asked President
Heady to make an investigation, and you
have the results of that investigation
on your desk, or you received it prior to
the faculty meeting. He said no evidence
-- "I find that no evidence has been
submitted to subsfantiate the claim that
Mr. Fifield has blatantly discriminated
against Mexican American employees in his
department over the past eighteen years."
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And he went further to say that
"available information indicates, instead,
that Mr. Fifield has an impressive record
in doing his part to improve the
employment conditions of all employees
under his supervision".
The following Monday, following the
last faculty meeting, members of -representatives of UMAS went -- approximately
six of us spoke with Mr. Heady and we told
him that we took back -- we would stand by
the demands he fire Fifield in one week. We
said that we will give you one week, Mr.
President, to just indicate some type of
response.
On Friday afternoon we had not
heard anything. We went back to the
President.
The President -- what is going
to be -- "what are you going to do? Are
you going to say 'no' there are no problems?
'Yes 1 there might be problems, or what?"
He said he would release something.
He said probably some time next week or
the middle of next week. When he did
release it, the reason that we did not
submit all this information to President
Heady was that we gave the free range to
these men, hoping that Mr. Heady would see
the problem that is so obvious down there,
and institute -- i t turns out that he not
once, in preparing this report to the
faculty members, did not contact any of
those three people and, in fact, for his
information, went to the very people
charged with this problem.
A FACULTY MEMBER That never
answered the other question.
HEADY Well, the time is up.
In
fact, it's already about a minute over.
SANDOVAL That is why we do not
hold a lot of confidence -- vote of
confidence to President Heady.
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HEADY I will ask you nowto
let us return to the debate on the
substitute motion made by Professor
Merkx.
MERKX M
r. Chairman -HEADY W
hich is to -MERKX M
r. Chairman -KANOWITZ .Mr. President
HEADY I want to be sure we
all recall what the substitute
motion is before we proceed to
debate it. Can you read it to us,
Mr . Secretary?
DURRIE W
ell, this is the
subject -HEADY We can ask Mr. M
erkx
to read it. He has the text of it
there .
MERKX I move that the faculty
elect at this meeting a three-man
conunittee to look into the charges of
discrimination in the Physical Plant
and report as soon as possible, an advisory opinion to the regents and
administration dealing with, one, whether
the charges have substance or not and,
two, if a problemexists recommendations
for possible action.
HEADY All right. This motion is
now before
us for debate .
MERKX M
ay I speak to my motion?
erkx.
HEADY M
r. M
MERKX I would like to say first
of all a remark in favor of my motion to
Professor Cottrell which has to do with
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why we, the faculty, should be
concerned about the relevance in the
University community, which may not
directly fall into our purveyances
as stated in our contracts and so
forth .
The Mexican students were
approached by the workers . They could
have said "we are students. Our job is
not to pay any attention to what goes
on in the Physical Plant." They could
have managed their own business and not
spent the time on this . Now the
students are corning to us.
I think it's a matter of basically
just humanity. Do we care enough about
other people, particularly when these
people are part -- are members of our own
community? Are we willing to look into,
as concerned citizens,~discrirnination
case against them? I would remind you of
Professor Mueller of Germany who said
"first they came for the Communists, and
I was not a Communist, so I said nothing.
Then they came for the Jews -- then they
came for the gypsies, and I was not a
gypsy, so I said nothing. Then they came
for the Jews and I was not a Jew, so I
said nothing. And then they came for me .
There was none left."
Those of us who have heard the
evidence that has been collected by UMAS,
they have twenty affidavits -- you heard
two or three. They have materials which
directly refute some of the statements
of our President, such as his statement
that most of the employees who might
qualify leave for better paying positions
before the occasion for promotion arises .
They have a case of a welder who has been
here twenty-two years who has taught
every other man in the section to weld.
Including his supervisor. This man is still
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the lowest paid man in the welding section.
His supervisor earns a hundred and fifty
or two hundred dollars more than he does,
and he testifies that the man is incapable
of welding.
Now there is a case like this. This
information could have been elicited by the
President, had he chosen to have talked, or
to have some representative, interview some
Mexican workers. They are scared stiff.
They have been scared for a long time. W
e
have cases of a man saying that he agreed
that the evidence was there, but he could
not testify because he is going to retire
and he's afraid he will be fired if he
testifies; that he would only testify if
called before some kind of an impartial
hearing. There's a tremendous problem here.
I think it's appropriate, as concerned
citizens in that same community, that we
look into it. UMAS is not asking us to just
judge anybody. They are not asking us to
find anybody guilty. They are asking us to
see if there is a problem, and if we think
there is a problem to give the sense of that
committee to the ·regents and the
administration so they can take action. The
point is that the workers and students have
confidence in the faculty. That's why they
came to us and asked us, as human beings, to
look into the problem. (Applause by the
students.)
HEADY All right. Then I have
several people who have asked for the floor .
Would you identify yourself?
~l
PROFESSOR Al BY -r'-Balby,
Department of
Economics. I would like ~to know whether
this Mr . Fifield -- is it? -- would have any
part of the hearings if we were to follow
the routine administrative procedure that is
now set up for handling grievances?
HEADY He is the department head who
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would make an initial decision in writing,
which would go to the grievance conunittee
along with the written grievance of the
employee. Now I have Professor Baughman.
PROFESSOR BAUGHMAN I would like to
ask Professor Merkx a question, and his
informal committee: Why did you not take
this problem to the grievance committee
yourself instead of bringing it to the
faculty? The grievance conunittee is all
set up and this would be proper channels.
Why not use channels? Why not be
constitutional instead of ad hoc?
MERKX Although I am a faculty
member, I was not informed of the grievance
committee so I could volunteer for it. I
knew nothing about it. I understand it was
simply people were named, just last week,
but I, as a faculty member, do have confidence
in my fellow faculty membe.rs. I feel this
is a fairly reasonable body that is willing
to take reasonable action. It seemed,
therefore, appropriate that students come
and we met with the students on Sunday night,
so we could be sure that they had something
that was worth our time and we were convinced
they did have something that was worth our
time.
HEADY Professor Blum.
MERKX It was not a question of withholding
information.
BLUM On unitarian and passionate
grounds one cannot appease this. On the other
hand, it's very hard to condemn a procedure
which has never been tried, not even once and,
therefore, I would say it has -- all right,
it should have been established ten years ago
or fifteen years ago. So it was finished this
week . That's history. It -- just a minute;
may I finish? -- it should tried once before
we condemn it. If it does involve faculty and
if it does not work, then I would certainly
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be. in favor of this motion.
AFACULTY MEMBER Point of
information, Mr . President.
HEADY I'm going to call on the
people who have asked for the floor
and, Mr. Sandoval, you had the floor
more than anyone else, so I am going
to call on those that have not had
it. Mr. Dubois.
PROFESSOR DUBOIS I would like
to ask Mr. Travelstead if the grievance
procedure -- could these employees, all
these charges at once, be brought before
the grievance committee or does each
individual employee with a grievance
have to choose his own committee?
TRAVELSTEAD W
ell, I amnot sure
about the answer to that. I think they
couldn't deal with anything but one at
a time. I think it has to be done in
an orderly manner. I think -- I want it
understood that I am not administering
this and the only reason I entered into
it, it has to do with non-academic
section of this and I asked the deans
of the several colleges some time ago to
nominate a person who volunteered. All
those have done it except Arts and
Science and M
r. Trowbridge has had real
good reasons why he hasn't gotten to
this yet, and I will call him for
that, but the rest of them have
nominated them from persons who
volunteered in those colleges. We have
these seven names, and how this
committee would proceed is up to the
Procedure and it would be up to them
and I assume they would deal with one
matter at a time.
DUBOIS As you read it you
Understand the procedure of the grievance
would be that the employee with the
grievance would choose two faculty members

on
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from this panel of nine and that
leads to the question whether each
employee in grievance is to be
considered one at a time and that
way it would take forever.
HEADY I assume there could be
a combined grievance.
DUBOIS
my question.
HEADY

This was the gist of

I assume that.

TRAVELSTEAD I am repeating the
statement: It says the aggrieved person.
A FACULTY MEMBER
the names?

Would you read

TRAVELSTEAD Let me answer this
question first.
Do you want it to be
singular or plural? "The employee may
appeal."
DUBOIS Therefore I support Mr.
Merkx's motion.
TRAVELSTEAD Somebody asked for
the names.
Do you want me to read those
from the list? Professor Howard Finston
from the School of Business Administration;
from the School of Education, Professor
Lloyd Burley; Engineering, Professor
Jose Martinez; Fine Arts, Professor John
Heimerich; Law, Professor Willis Ellis;
Medicine, Assistant Professor Alexander
Kisch; from Nursing, Associate Professor
Josephine Baca; from Pharmacy, Associate
Professor Kenneth Stahl.
HEADY
floor next.

Mr. Kanowitz asked for the

KANOWITZ I think the choice
before the house right now is whether to
adopt Professor Merkx's motion, which would
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set up a special committee that would
function as an advisory committee to
assist the President, as opposed to
having recourse to this established
grievance machinery. I would like to
kind of by way of personal privilege
clarify something that was said
earlier, and that is that I thought
that this was an inappropriate body
for detailed examination of whatever
evidence there might be to take
place. We simply cannot conduct our
faculty meetings as a trial. If every
dispute, no matter how serious it might
be, became a matter of a full-blown
trial we simply couldn't function. So
the choice always was: who do we refer
this matter to? Now I would like to
speak in support of Professor Merkx's
motion that we set up this special
three-man committee, and would emphasize
that the function of that committee
would be merely to assist the President.
It would be an advisory committee. It
would not be the faculty usurping
anybody else's function. It would simply
mean that rather than asking our President
to spend the time, which may be prolonged
in investigating this matter, that it
would be an advisory committee that would
look into it in detail and make its
recommendations to him after a full-dress
hearing.
Now in doing so I don't want to
suggest that I think that the grievance
machinery that has been established for
non-academic personnel is defective, but
I think the question that was asked a
moment ago by one of our colleagues, whose
name I don't remember, about whether it's
possible for this whole matter to be heard
under the established grievance machinery,
is central to our decision right now. I
don't think that what we have been presented
to us is the ordinary kind of grievance
that that kind of grievance machinery --
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let me say that this is from a
perspective of a teacher of labor
law -- that that's the kind of matter
that that kind of grievance machinery
was set up to handle.
I think that's
been presented to us by UMAS are
allegations and we say that no
conclusions could be drawn on the
basis of what's been presented.
Really allegations that don't go to
some isolated individual grievance,
but talk about a massive condition that
exists in a very significant part of
our University, and I think that given
that situation, resort to the grievance
machinery would be singularly
inappropriate and ineffective and
inefficient, and that is that this is
the kind of situation which requires a
broad general inquiry, recognizing all
kinds, if I understand Professor Merkx's
motion correctly, that the committee
which we would have established would
merely be an arm in assistance and aid
to President Heady, and for this reason I
would strongly urge that we adopt -- to
vote in favor of Professor Merkx's motion.
HEADY I think it might be
appropriate, in view of what Professor
Kanowitz has said, for me to say that
the President is not asking for this
particular kind of assistance, and also
to point out what the regents said at
the meeting on Saturday, and that they
would be willing to receive at any time
suggestions how to deal with this problem.
Yes, sir.
A FACULTY MEMBER FROM SOCIOLOGY
DEPARTMENT I would like to suggest, in
line with what Professor Kanowitz said,
if the committee suggested by Professor
Merkx is, in fact, put into effect, this
does not preclude the possibility of the
employees involved going through regular
grievance procedure on the specific
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grievances? I would like to suggest
that we put into effect a committee
that Professor Merkx suggests and
that UMAS, that UMAS encourage these
people to take their specific
grievances to the regular grievance
committee and find out whether or
not it does work .
RHOADS I move the previous
question.
HEADY The previous question
has been moved .
AFACULTY MEMBER Point of
order. How does he wish the
committee to be appointed?
MERKX It says the faculty
elect at this meeting.
HEADY The motion says the
faculty will elect at this meeting.
I presume if the motion passed we
then face that problem.
The previous question has been
moved and seconded. We will now vote
on it again, and if this passes by
two-thirds vote we vote on the motion
before the house. Those in favor
please say "aye". Opposed "no" . The
ayes have it. I think that's twothirds rule.
We will now vote on Mr . Merkx's
substitute motion. Are you all clear
about this motion? Those in favor
please say "aye". Opposed "no" .
Well , the Chair is in some doubt,
so we will have another hand vote .
Those in favor of .Mr. Merkx' s motion,
Please raise your hands . Those opposed
to Mr . Merkx 's motion . The motion is lost.
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The vote i s approximately ninety-five
to eighty-one.
PROFESSOR DOVE Mr . Chairman, I
move the previous question.
HEADY You are moving t h e
previous q uestio n, wh ich is Professor
Alexander's motion. The original
motion for which this substitute has
been proposed was Professor Alexander's
motion that the established grievance
procedure be utilized.
A FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

Point of order.

What is your point of order?

A FACULTY MEMBER In view of this
motion, in order whether it's possible to
refer to a grievance committee that has
to be appointed only as somebody else
establishes a grievance, and report to you
or to the faculty -HEADY I don't think that's an
appropriate conunent when we have a
previous question mot ion, which is not
debatable on the floor, which has been
seconded. We will now vote on the
previous question.
A FACULTY MEMBER Point of
information. Point of information. May
I ask Doctor Travelstead, what procedure
is there for an employee to bring a
grievance to this conunittee?
HEADY It's spelled out in the
grievance procedure. It's been available
to everyone since last September.
A FACULTY MEMBER But does it have
to come before Mr . Fifield before it comes
before the grievance conunittee?
TRAVELSTEAD It has to go be fore the
department chairman first.
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HEADY We will now vote on the
previous question.
AFACULTY MEMBER Point of order.
HEADY Those in favor please say
"aye". Opposed "no". Let's do it one
more time before I -- those in favor of
AFACULTY MEMBER What is the
question?
MERKX Moving the previous
question it takes two-thirds; it takes
two-thirds.
HEADY Those in favor please say
"aye". Opposed "no". Well, the volume
is in question here rather than the
number, so I have to ask for a showof
hands. Those in favor -AFACULTY MEMBER Is this motion
relevant to anything? Is this the usual
language that should usually be done?
I am talking about Alexander's motion.
HEADY Those in favor of the
previous question please raise your hand .
This will require two-thirds vote to
pass. Those opposed to the previous
question please raise your hands. I think
the question is clearly passed. There
were a hundred and thirty-six for -- or
a hundred and thirty-eight for and I don't
think there are one-third of that.
We will now vote on the original
motion by Professor Alexander.
AFACULTY MEMBER May we have a
restatement of the motion, please?
(The students were then leaving. )
ALEXANDER The motion was simply to
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refer the matter to the established
grievance procedures outlined in Mr.
Heady's memo.
BLUM Point of information, M
r.
Alexander. What is the manner of the
question? Is it one grievance case
or is this the whole collection that
Mr. Sandoval tried to present?
ALEXANDER At the time the
motion was made we had included, myself,
only a small group as you know, and
had information about this material that
Mr. Sandoval has laid before us .
Obviously this was not pertinent to my
motion at that time. I will be glad to
include the whole procedure in this
motion as of now and hope -- though this
isn't a part of it -- that this procedure
includes some means of getting all of
this material before the grievance
committee directly.
BLUM Mr. Alexander, as to a point
of information, would you be willing to
include in your motion that this panel
be considered as a grievance -- considered
as a grievance committee, which it is now
not?
ALEXANDER You mean the entire panel?
BLUM Yes, because the way it cannot
be done now because an individual has to ask
for two people and so on. Would you be
willing to include in your motion something
so that this panel, including the unnamed
man from Arts and Sciences, be considered as
a conunittee to hear these grievances?
HEADY Professor Blum, I would have to
say that is an alteration of the motion that
is before the house and we have already voted
the previous question.
BLUM But I don't know the motion. I
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don't understand the motion because it
doesn't say what
ALEXANDER May I explain it, then,
please? It was simply that we try out
this grie v ance procedure that was being
established and let us see how it works.
I think you said something to the effect,
yourself, that let's give it a chance to
see if it will work and then if it doesn't
work we will try something else. But,
for heaven's sake, the motion was simply
to give it a chance, in fact.
GONZALEZ
HEADY
information?

Point of information.

What is your point of

GONZALEZ I would like to ask one
more thing about the meaning of this
motion. Does the grievance have to go
through the chairman of the department,
as stated,under the circumstances?
ALEXANDER Well, I would have to
defer that question to -GONZALEZ

Is there no way?

HEADY That is part of the established
procedure, yes.
A FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

Point of information.

Are you ready for the vote?

(There were a number of faculty
members calling for the question.)
HEADY I'm going to put the question
-- I think we have -A FACULTY MEMBER Point of order.
Why do we have to vote at all? The grievance
Procedure is there.
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HEADY The house just decided
that it wants to vote by a two-thirds
vote, so we will now vote. Those in
favor of M
r. Alexander's motion please
say "aye". Opposed "no". The
motion is carried.
W
e will now proceed to the next
items on the agenda, which is to set a
two-hour time limit to faculty meetings .
Professor Alexander.
ALEXANDER Before I present this
matter may I express my personal hope
that these grievance procedures be
re-examined so that none of these
difficulties foreseen -- some of these
difficulties foreseen may be overcome
and just dispelled on the part of those
who feel afraid.
Now with regard to itemnumber two
on the agenda, I want to put these in a
different order, reconunending on the
part of the Policy Committee the following
resolution for your attention. This
resolution is somewhat different than the
one that appears in your agenda, but
represents more closely the original
intention of the Policy Committee . It was
my fault partly that it got modified in
the agenda statement. I want to make these
two separate items for the reason that the
other one was not approved by the Policy
Committee .
The one I want to recommend is the
following: Meetings of the University
faculty shall normally be scheduled for two
hours -- not necessarily three thirty to
five thirty -- but two hours, and if the
agenda of a particular meeting is not
concluded within two hours, a motion to
adjourn shall include provision for a
subsequent meeting, and it is intended,
obviously, that that subsequent meeting
shall not be one minute later; alternatively,

Proposed
Standing Rule
to Limit
Faculty
Meetings to
Two Hours
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a two-thirds vote of those present could
extend the meeting for another thirty
minutes.
This was in our original
intention, but it was not included in
the agenda item.
So the motion that I am putting
before you is a recommendation that we
pass a resolution at this time that
meetings of the University faculty shall
normally be scheduled for two hours and
that at the tiMe we adjourn, if the
agenda is not concluded, we set a time
and, that alternatively, for really
crucial items, a two-thirds votecould
extend the meeting for another thirty
minutes.
(Second.)
HEADY You heard the motion and
it has been seconded. Is there
discussion?
A FACULTY MEMBER Point of
information.
Could I ask where that
standing rule is according to Robert's
Rules of Orders, is subject to suspension
by a majority vote of the meeting at
any time and would this be a standing
rule? That would be, in fact, any meeting
could suspend this standing rule. A
simple majority could suspend. Robert's,
page two sixty-eight.
~

HEADY Unless some parlif entarian
gives me better advice, I will accept that
interpretation, that this, if adopted, is
a standing rule like other standing rules
and could be changed by the body.
PROFESSOR STUART Point of
information. Point of order. A person
it appears that I have a Robert's here, and
of doubtful lineage, but it suggests that
the rules of assembly shall not be suspended
except for a definite purpose and then by

-
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two-thirds vote.
HEADY Do you want to compare your
two editions there? Mr . Regener.
REGENER Yes, I have done some
homework on Robert's Rules of Orders .
I
find that it's easier to read than the
general catalog.
(Applause . )
A standing rule, when i t refers
to something like duration of a meeting
like this one does, is a standing rule
and can be suspended for the duration of
the particular meeting at which the
motion is made by a simple majority . If
it's to be modified, amended, or something
of that t ype -- rescinded -- then it takes
a two-thirds majority, unless that action
is announced before the meeting and is
put on the agenda . However, since I have
the floor, as far as today's meeti ng is
concerned, the proposed amendments were
announced ahead of time . These, apparently,
were not passed by the Policy Committee,
so we are today
BLUM

The one he read was .

REGENER Yes, but the one he read
was, but this one was not. So, therefore,
what we are being faced with today is a new
proposal, which did not exist in the agenda
for today's meeting and, therefore, for its
adoption we must vote two-thirds majority
which we wouldn't have to otherwise.
(Applause.)
HEADY Might I ask what your view
would be if that were offered as an amendment
to the motion that was sent to the faculty
committee?
REGENER It wasn't done that way . We
have a motion before the house and we would
have to move with a two-thirds majority,
but since I have the floor, still -- or again
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I would like to speak very strongly
against the resolution presented for
the reason that we are simply -- the
standing rules which we haven't done
before, i t wasn't necessary before,
why should it be necessary now
in turbulent times when all of these
important matters come up and we have
brought up new business for twenty
years and sometimes that new business
was passed and sometimes it wasn't.
Sometimes I didn't go to a meeting
and I regretted it because somebody
brought up some new business against
which I would like to have spokelt , This
is the kind of thing that is quite all
right if we want to get sure that
nothing gets by and we don't like, why,
why don't we come to every meeting? If
everything that is to be voted on is
previously announced, then only those
that are interested in that will come. I
think a more viable kind of democracy,
if we come to a meeting and are free to
make a motion.
BLUM Mr. Regener, you are not
speaking against the motion.
REGENER
of them.

I am speaking about both

HEADY The one that is on the
floor is the one that is listed first.
REGENER I am still talking about
the resolution which says that the
meetings of the University faculty should
last for two hours.
I don't believe in
an assembly of this intellectual capacity
and this intellectual -- how should I
say? -- endurance would be able to
Practice good democracy for only two hours
and then to votre ' itseif another thirty
minutes, if we are through. We can make
a motion to adjourn without a date, which
takes -- which is not debatable. We can
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make a motion to adjourn up to next
Tuesday at, say, three thirty, which
takes a simple majority because the
motion to adjourn is qualified in
terms of getting a date towards which
we adjourn. That's common ordinary
procedure. I don't think we need those
standing rules. Once we start with the
standing rules we are surrounding
ourselves with fence posts and some one
is going to have barbed wire, and then
it gets to look like the general catalog
again.
HEADY Professor Alexander.
ALEXANDER I am not strongly -- I
am not going to speak strongly for this
motion. I think, however, that the Policy
Committee had the evidence of a professional
physiologist, who is a member of our
committee, who assured us that there was
a close correlation between the bottom end
of this spinal column and uhe top end_of
this spinal column and that he -- at the
end of two hours, the top end of the spinal
column was seriously deficient in its
functioning capacity. You have been sitting
on the bottom end all that time and now
that is not the reason, of course, that
this motion is being put forward. Part of
it is, and the main reason was, and you
will observe this by looking around you,
that by the time you have finished a twohour session here you have lost a
considerable number of the people who came
here and should be heard on all matters.
That was the main issue.
HEADY Is there further discussion
on the motion?
HOYT Yes.
MERKX Point of order, Mr .
President.
HEADY What's the point of order?
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ERKX It seems to me since there
are not two-hour limits in Robert's Rules
of Orders, that is a change of the
standing rules and, therefore, it requires
a two-thirds majority to pass . Would you
rule on that?
DURRIE It's the institution of a
standing rule.
MERKX Our standing rules are Robert's
Rules of Orders, an institution of a time
limit is a change in the standing rule
adopted by this body.
DURRIE I don't think Robert's Rules
says anything about the time of a meeting.
This, I think, was the institution of the
standing rule, not the change of one .
AFACULTY MEMBER It says
specifically that a majority can suspend
the standing rules at any time and then
we want to feel that the freedom of the
meeting, for the freedom of the meeting
only a simple majority is required to
adopt it.
HEADY I will hold that the majority
vote
BOCK I have a brief statement. The
general faculty has now twice in recent
months voted to abdicate its legal and
moral responsibility to deal with issues
of academic freedom and civil rights,
thereby expressing its preferenc~ for
administrative appointment and £/at,
bonded interests at the election of others
on the committee, and their self-determination.
If in addition to that it now shackles itself
to a time limit in a rigid agenda, it shall
abandon flexible channels of dealing with
urgent issues.
COTTRELL Mr. Chairman.
HEADY Professor Cottrell.
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COTTRELL I would like to speak
to the motion that we have presented, which
was modified by Professor Alexander, and I
would like to remind everyone to keep the
two subsections of the motion separate.
The Policy Committee did not reconunend the
first part of the motion . The second part
of the motion makes an awful lot of sense
as a standing rule. It's simply to modify,
if need be, but we are facing a time where
we probably need, in many months,more
than one meeting a month and one of the
simplest ways of determining how often
and how long they should be is to say
that we will meet for two hours . If we
have not started to accomplish a portion
of our agenda, or a significant portion,
we then adjourn for one week or one day
and we come back. This is a lot easier
and a lot simpler way to handle it than
to postpone things for a month or sixthree- and four-hour meetings. On the
other hand, if we are almost finished
with our agenda or with new business, then
we can extend the meeting.
I think that as we debate this,
please keep item one separate from item
two. W
e are speaking and recommending
the timing of our meetings only, not a
closed agenda.
HEADY You talk about item two and
you are talking about the motion now
before the house.
COTTRELL The motion Professor
Alexander made, as amended, and in this it
allows us to finish an agenda by extending
our session if we are almost through. If
we are not through we can call another
meeting the next day or the next week. But,
in excess of two hours we begin to lose
entirely too many of our faculty; not because
of the lack of interest as has been implied
here but because many of us have commitments
after two or three hours to teach evening
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classes, or occasionally I guess even
social cornrnitments, political corrunitments
or anything else . So let's keep our
reasonable time limit on our faculty
meetings, and if we have to have more
meetings, that is what we are saying.
We will have more meetings.
STUART Point of information.
I would like to direct this to either
Mr. Cottrell or Mr. Alexander with
respect to the second motion that is
apparently is going to come up. Do you
envision a new meeting, say you postpone
the meeting number one to a day later
or a week later, and is that bound by
the agenda as you would anticipate in
the second?
ALEXANDER I am sorry.
I am sorry
that both of these appeared on the same
page. We were hopeful -- the secretary
of the University brought it to my
attention and we did not have time to
get it straightened out before this agenda
went to press .
So the Policy Committee
repudiated, in effect, the matter on the
agenda item.
This is, therefore, entirely
separate and independent of that.
We are considering only one thing:
Namely, putting a time limit on meetings .
I will ask Mr. Durrie, after I have
finished with this and you vote on it, to
make a statement why he thinks it is a good
idea and I think he agrees, for having a
clear set of agenda.
He is the person
most closely responsible for that. But I
think we must hear from him on that and
pay attention to this by itself.
HEADY

Mr. Van Dresser.

COTTRELL May I add one thing to
Mr. Stuart's question?
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HEADY Yes . I would like to
call on those who have asked fo r the
floor to debate the substance of the
motion as soon as I can, but -COTTRELL Well , Mr. Stuart asked
a question that I didn't feel wa s totally
answered . On the agenda that we have
today, that we do nof finish, as we
envisioned it, we passed our resolution
that this agenda include the opportunity
for new business and i t would b e
carried over to the next meeting, if it's
tomorrow or if it's next week.
If we
have new business on the floor at the time
and the meeting is two hours long we can
adjourn until tomorrow or until next week
and that carries over with it. It does
not change the agenda or preclude any
new business, as we interpret the policy
committee.
PROFESSOR DAVIS I would like to
know, as the motion now presented makes
possible to have any one extension of
any one particular meeting, or after a
period of thirty minutes can another
extension be voted?
COTTRELL You could extend it
again.
It says for thirty-minute
extension of two-thirds vote .
HEADY It can be done at thirtyminute intervals by two-thirds vote.
All right, I have Mr . Van Dresser's
name, Mr . Hoyt, and Doctor Loftfield .
STUDENT VAN DRESSER As a person
that may be coming to your faculty
meetings in the future, and also a
person who has attended many meetings,
let me say that I personally would prefer
to destroy one afternoon with a six-hour
meeting than three afternoons with t wohour meetings. Secondly, it's an analogy
to the spinal question which comes up and
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there also is a correlation to
Parkinson's law that says the haste
with which one works is related
invertly to the amount of time
remaining.
HEADY All right, sir. Professor
Hoyt.
HOYT Mr. President, I wanted to
move that we adjourn this meeting
until Friday at three thirty.
(There were several seconds. )
HEADY It's been moved and
seconded. That's a priority motion
that we adjourn this meeting.
LOFTFIELD Point of information,
sir. I would like to inform~the faculty
that the Medical School faculty is
meeting at three o'clock next Friday,
which would make it impossible for us
to attend that meeting.
HEADY How about next Tuesday?
Well, the motion has been made and
seconded to adjourn to three thirty on
Friday. Those in favor of the motion
DURRIE Excuse me. It is not
always possible just to say at a
certain date you can get such and such
a hall. I know we can get this one
Tuesdays. I am not a bit sure about
Friday. I just raise this question.
HEADY The motion is on the
floor. It's been
REGENER Asubstitute motion,
Mr. Chairman.
HEADY I don't think we can take
a substitute to a motion to adjourn,
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Mr. Regener.
REGENER Well, yes, but you can
qualify it. It's debatable.
HEADY

You want to amend?

REGENER Well, amend or substitute
until next Tuesday at three thirty instead
of Friday.
(There were several seconds.)
HEADY
HOYT

Would you care to accept that?
Yes, I will accept that.

HEADY All right. The motion is to
adjourn now until three thirty next Tuesday.
Those in favor please say "aye". Opposed
"no". The motion is carried.
Thereupon, the faculty meeting was
adjourned at five thirty-five p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
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2. The grievance procedure which has been in effect since
September
1, 1968, has not been used up to this time by
any employee
of procedure
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3. No evidence of coercion or intimidation of employees
who seek to better their conditions has been presented.

4. Effective July 1, 1969, the Physical Plant employees
will receive the largest percentage pay increases going
to any group of University employees. This decision
was made weeks ago and conforms to an intention expressed to the Legislature in February budget hearings.
As budget permits, we will continue to try to improve
our competitive position in the local labor market.
Concerning the specific demands:

,,.

1. ·1 do not find any basis for suspending Mr. Fifield,
asking him to resign, or reorganizing the Physical
Plant Department, but, rather, have found evidence
that he is very concerned about bettering the conditions of employees from all ethnic groups.
2. The present grievance system will remain in effect
until such time as it proves ineffective and a revision has been agreed to and adopted.
3. The charge that ten employees have been summarily
discharged from the Physical Plant Department in the
last several weeks has no basis in fact. Only one
employee has been discharged from the Ppysical Plant
since January of this year. That employee was in his
probationary period and the events surrounding his
termination were in accord with University policy.
Two additional names were given to me by U.M.A.s. as
examples of employees discharged; however, according
to University records, both of these employees were
terminated for failure to report for work on three or
more consecutive days without explanation, again in
conformity with University policy.
4. The minimum wage level is controlled by bu~get req~irements and legislative appropriation. We will continue
to increase the rate structure in the Physical Plant
and throughout the entire University as legislative
appropriations permit and until we achieve community
wage levels.
s. The
Department of Nonacademic Personnel is charged with
responsibility for monitoring the employment practices
of all departments to ensure that all employees are
treated equally without regard for race, color, creed,
or national origin.

As1 2a Federal Contractor, the university is subject to Executive Order

prac~e46, which is concerned with prohibiting any discriminatory
ti~
. Executive
·
Or~
son the part of the Contractor. As a result of this
. der, each agency of the Federal Government with which the University
is under contract periodically conducts compliance reviews on the
campus. These reviews are very extensive and are conducted by trained
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in the Practices
Voluntary
ComplianceTheProject
being
conducted
by the Fair Employment
Commission.
Infeelsaddition
to the discriminated
University Grievance
Procedures,
any employee
heControl
is being
against may
contactthis
the
Office ofwho
Federal
Compliance.
Information
outlining
procedure
and the address to which complaints may be sent is posted in the
Physical
Plant in both English and Spanisho
Representatives
of the U.M.A.S.
have
indicated of
thatdiscriminatory
they have
additional
information
relative
to allegations
acts.
If
and
when
such
information
is
submitted
by
U.M.A.S.
or
other groups or individuals, it will be given careful consideration.
Ferrel Heady

PROPOSED STANDING RULES FOR UNIVERSITY FACULTY
The Policy Committee recommends the following additional standing
rules relative to meetings of the University Faculty:
l. RESOLVED,
that
onlymeeting,
items inmaythebeprinted
agenda,Items
mailed
in new
advance
of the
voted
upon.
of
business
will
be
called
for
and
may
be
introduced
and discus3ed
theshall
regular
been
completed,
butafter
there
bemeeting,
no agenda
vote atonitems
suchhave
new
business
until
a
subsequent
which
time
any such items shall appear on the agenda.
2. Meetings
offorthe3:30
University
shall
normally
scheduled
p.m. andFaculty
shall not
extend
beyondbe
5:30 p.m. If the agenda of a particular meeting is
not
concluded
by 5:30,
motion to meeting.
adjourn shall
include
provision
for aasubsequent
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To: John Durrie
From: Harold w. Lavender
Subject: Amendments to ASUNM Constitution
The student body has approved the following amendments to the
ASUNM Constitution. Faculty and Regent approval is required.
(Add underlined language. Delete language in parentheses.)

I.
Repeal Article VII, Section 1, Paragraph A.
(Twenty members of the Senate shall be elected at large from among
those nominees declared eligible by the Elections Committee in the
General Election to be held in the spring.)
Substitute: Ten members of the Senate shall be elected at large
f~om among those nominees-"a°eclared eligible by the Elections Committee in the General Elections to be held in~ spring and fall.
II.
Repeal Article III, Section 8, Paragraph A.
(There shall be one session of the Senate each year. The session
shall_meet from the first regular meeting following the general
election until the general election in the following year.)
Substitute: There shall be two sessions of Senate each year.
TI,leir
respective
dates ~fo~cornrnencement
and adjournment shall be
established
!?y_ law.
-~ ~- -~

III.
Amend Article VIII, Section 1, Paragraph A, as follows:
Astudent activity fee shall be levied on each regular(wndergraduate)
student at the University.

IV.

Amend Article v, sections, Paragraph Bas follows:
T~e Board ;of the New Mexico Union! shall consist of two administraiive repretentatives including theVice-President for Student
ffairs: the Dean of Men, or the Dean of Women in alternate years:
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two faculty members, nominated by the Policy Committee: (five) six
student members including the chairman without vote, except in the
case of a tie: the Associated Students President: (the chairman
of the Union Program Directorate:) one Senator: and the Director of
the New Mexico Union, executive secretary without vote. Committee
members of the student body shall be appointed by the President with
the concurrence of the Senate for two-year terms with the terms being
staggered so that three members are appointed each year.

Proposal for a Bachelor of Science Degree in Dental Hygiene
I. INTRODUCTION
The faculty of the College of Pharmacy proposes to the University Faculty
a degree program in dental hygiene to be offered in addition to the two-year
certificate program.
G,aduates of the certificate program are qualified to work as clinical
practitioners of dental hygiene in dental offices, clinics and institutions.
The aims of the suggested degree are three-fold:
1. To qualify a licensed dental hygienist to assume more
intra-oral responsibilities in clinical practice;
2. To qualify a dental hygienist to serve as a dental health
educator in elementary and secondary schools;
3. To qualify a dental hygienist to instruct in dental
hygiene certificate programs.
II. IMPLEMENTATION OF PROPOSAL
A. Facilities
As will be noted in the proposed curriculum, most of the courses
required are presently offered in other departments of the University.
Five new courses are proposed to be offered by the Dental Programs
faculty. Three, DH 420L, 430, 432, can be offered in the clinical
facilities in the present Dental P~ograms building without creating
any scheduling problems. Two require classroom facilities only. In
fact, the presence of student dental hygiene teachers in the clinical
instruction classes of certificate students can enhance the learning
experience of both.
No additional equipment is needed at the present time.
B. Faculty Needs
Addition of a dental hygiene degree to the curriculumofferings
of the Dental Programs would necessitate employment of one dental
hygienist as a full-time faculty member and three or four dentists
who would be part-time, possibly one-tenth time.

III .

PROPOSED CURRICULUM
First Year

Biol
Biol
Biol
Chern
Engl
PE

Biol 1021
Chem 1421 or 281
Engl 102
Soc 101
Speh 101
PE

4
3
2
4
3
1

1011
136
1391
1411
101

4
4
3
3
3
1

17+1

16+1
Second Year
Biol 2331 or 3931
DH 100
DH 1011
DH 1111
Ps •1ch 101
Speh 280
PE

DH 1021
DH 110
DH 112
Psych 210
Speh 285
Elective
PE

4

2
2
2
3
3
1

16+1

3
3
1
3
3
3
1

16+1

Third Yea·.c

DH
DH
DH
DH
DH
Ed

2001
2101
2201
230
240
290
H Ee . 325
Elective

DH 2021
DH 212
DH 222
DH 242
Pharm 276
Ed 300
Sec . Ed 310

3

2
2
2
0
3
3
3

4

2
2
1
3
3
3

18

18
Fourth Year

DH 400 (Seminar)
DH 410 (Dental Hlth
Ed. Methods)
DH 420 (Advanced
Clinical D.H . )
DH 430 (Intro D.H.
Teaching Internship
Sec . Ed 461
Speh 277 or 315

Biol 3261, 408, 4121,
4161 or 4541
DH 432 (D.R . Teaching
Internship)
Guid 431
Elect i ve

2
3
3

3
3
3
17
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3 or 4
4

3
3
13

or 14

Descriptions of new Dental Hygiene courses
Seminar (2 credits)
DH 400 Critical
analysis of literature in the health and education
professions. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.
Dental Health Education Methods (3 credits)
DH 410 The
selection, analysis and use of effective dental health
education media for individuals and groups.
Prerequisite: permission of instructor.
Clinical Dental Hygiene (3 credits)
DH 4201 Advanced
Instruction and practice in current periodontal, radiographic,
hospital and geriatric dental hygiene procedures.
P,erequisite: Certification and licensure in dental hygiene
with a minimum of six months (120 days) of working experience
in a general dental or periodontal practice, subject to review
by Dental Programs faculty; documentation of experience required.
2 lecture, 8 hrs. lab.
DH 430
Introductory Dental Hygiene Teaching Internship (3 credits)
Techniques of preclinical instruction of dental hygiene with
practice in teaching and evaluating laboratory performances of
students in certificate program.
Pre - or Corequisite: DH 420. 2 lecture, 2 hrs. practice
DH 432 Dental Hygiene Teaching Internship (4 credits)
Continuation of DH 430 with emphasis on clinical instruction and
evaluation. Prerequisite: DH 420. 1 lecture, 8 hrs. practice
IV. RESPONSE
Members of both the New Mexico Dental Association and the New Mexico Dental
Hygienists' Association have encouraged the University Dental Programs to
offer a dental hygiene degree. The Council on Dental Education of the
American Dental Association has expressed the wish for a dental hygiene
degree offering in the Rocky Mountain area.
V. NEEDSFOR ADEGREE
When the two-year certificate program in dental hygiene was approved by
the Faculty of the University in February, 1961, there were 35 schools of
dental hygiene in the United·States 11 of which offered a bachelor's degree.
In September, 1968 there were 85 schools. Of the 85 existing schools, 9
have a degree curriculum only and 15 offer a certificate and a degree
program. All the others have two-year programs only.
The rapid increase in numbers of schools reflects the increased demand of
the public for dental care and the resulting increased demand of the dental
profession for qualified auxiliary personnel. The growth of schools finds
the dental hygiene profession unprepared to supply faculty members. Today
the American Dental Hygienists' Association has in its files urgent requests
for 33dental hygiene teachers. Its educational director expresses the
opinion that each of the 85 schools has at least one faculty vacancy.
- 3-
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The need for dental hygienists as teachers of future hygienists has drained
the supply of dental health educators employed by public school educational
systems particularly in the eastern and mid-western states, compounding the
problemof shortage.
The dental profession as all the health professions, has been aware that
sub-professionals must be trained to assume additional responsibilities in
dental practices. In November, 1967 the House of Delegates of the American
Dental Association agreed that dental associations in the individual states
should determine the additional intra-oral procedures which could be assigned
to auxiliary personnel. Educational institutions will need to teach the
additional skills as soon as state groups reach their decisions as to what
the responsibilities will be. Members of the New Mexico Dental Association
met April 10-12, 1969 for this purpose.
VI. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS AND SUPPORT
The cost of implementing a dental hygiene degree will be in salaries.
The estimated need is $15,000 - $18,000 for a budget year. Since the
University Administration is unable to assure additional resources of
faculty or funds in the next biennium for the Dental Programs, efforts
are being made to secure grant monies in the event of approval by the
Faculty of a dental hygiene degree .

•
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AMENDMENTS
CONSTITUTION
(MustPROPOSED
lie on the
table forTO30FACULTY
days before
final action)
The
Policy
Committee recommends the following amendments to the
Faculty
Constitution:
1. In Article
I,(5)Section
6(a}
-see(6) pageinsert
22 inaFaculty
Handbook
change
"(4}"to
and
(5)
to
new
(4)
as follows:
~0 consu~t with the Administration in the planning of the budget,
with
special
attention
to
the
policy
questions
of
the
distribution
of
resources.
2. Change
In Article
III, Article
delete Sections.
existing
IV. Coordinating
General to Article
V. General
Add: Article
IV.
University
Committee
Sec.
l
Composition:
There
shall
be
a
University
Coordinating
Committee
to be constituted
as follows:
four
administrative
representatives,
including
at
least
two
academic
deans,
byterms:
the President
of therepresentatives,
University for
two-yearappointed
staggered
fourbyfaculty
including
two members
elected
the Voting
Faculty for
two-year and
staggered
terms,
theofchairman
of the
Policy Committee,
one
other
member
the
Policy
Committee:
and four student representatives, including at least one
graduatebystudent
representative,
to beAmember
appointed
ornot
elected
the
student
governments.
may
serve
longer
than shall
four years
consecutively.
Theabsence
President
of
the
University
be chairman,
chairman,
or in
his
may
designate
a
temporary
and
the
Secretary
ofhe
the
University
shall
serve
as
Secretary
of
the
Committee
without vote. The vice presidents may serve as non-voting
ex officio members of the Committee.
Sec.
2 Duties:
duties
the asUniversity
Coordinating
Committee
shall The
be: primarily
(a) to of
serve
a University-wide
steering
committee
to
request
oth
r
committees
7
to(b) undertake
consideration
of items
appropriate
tocomthem;
to
serve
as
an
information
center
for
general
mittee
activity
order toa systematic
avoid unnecessary
duplication
of 7ffort,
and toinprovide
channe~
~f com:
munication
between
students,
faculty,
and
administration:
and
(c)
to
perform
such
other
d~ties
as.may
be.presc~ibed
by
the Presidentbody:
of theitsUniversity.
This
Committee
not
a policy-making
function
ismay
to submit
serve
as a is
steering
and
information
committee
which
items
through
appropriate
committees
for
7a~ion b¥ student
government,
the Voting
Faculty,
or conside
the
administration.
Copies
of
committee
reports
as
well
as
student,
faculty,
administrative
recommendations
shall be
trans- or
mitted
regularlyactions
to thisorCommittee
for informational
purposes.
11
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THE REPORT OF THE AD HOC FACULTY COMMITTEE
OF THE FACULTY POLICY COMMITTEE
ON THE FUNCTIONS OF THE OFFICE OF VICE PRESIDENT FOR RESEARCH

5/6/69
1. This ad hoc Committee feels that the University should maintain an office
for research services. This office is to be a service organization to the
faculty and all the basic policies under which it operates shall be recommended by the Research Policy Committee. Its primary functions are to keep
up to date on information about sources of research support, to circulate
such information to appropriate departments, and to encourage the faculty
to generate such research support. It should be adequately staffed,
financed and supported.
2. This office should be headed by a Vice President for Research who has the
ability to guide the University in the development of a university-wide
research program of excellence, and to assist faculty members in securing
state, federal and private financial research support. The Vice President
for Research should be a person who has had active experience in research.
3. There
shall be established a regular standing committee known as the
Research Policy Committee including representatives of all those
departments which generate sponsored research. The functions of this
committee shall include, but not be limited to, recommending University
policy regarding distribution of overhead, distribution of institutional
grants and other monies accruing to the University from all sources of
research support. The committee shall review the research budget of the
University prior to and during its final development and presentation
to the B.E.F. and shall make recommendations regarding this budget. The
committee shall also make recommendations to the Administration when the
appointment of a Vice President for Research is being considered. The
functions of the present Contract Research and Patent Committee will be
assumed by the Research Policy Committee. Committee members shall be
nominated by the Faculty Policy Committee. The chairman of the committee
shall be a regular member of the faculty currently engaged in sponsored
research. The Vice President for Research shall be an ex-officio member
of the committee and shall not be its chairman. The functions and duties
of the present Research Allocation Committee are not affected by these
recommendations, and it shall continue in its present form.
B. Albrecht
R. Blum
J. N
Castle
R. . Cruft
F.
E. Ellis
H.v. Regener
v. Scaletti
J. Tonigan
R.

